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Flashlight Superfire S33-A
Superfire brand flashlight is compact and lightweight, so you can hide it even in your pocket. It will be irreplaceable in various situations.
It will be perfect for camping, workshop, hiking, etc. It has 4 operating modes and IP43 water resistance. It is also resistant to wear and
tear and falls from 1 m. You can renew its energy with a USB cable and the indicator will let you know when the battery is fully charged. 
 
Intelligent charging indicator
With  the smart  charging indicator,  you can check the charging status  of  your  device at  any time.  Red indicates  that  the accessory  is
charging,  and blue indicates a charged battery.  In this  way,  you will  know in time when the flashlight will  be ready for  use again and
avoid overcharging it.
 
4 operation modes
The flashlight has 4 modes that you can use depending on your needs. Choose between low light, SOS, 100% brightness or strobe.
 
Minimalistic and durable
The device was made of high quality ABS material,  with attention to detail.  It  presents itself uniquely and elegantly, at the same time
being resistant to minor mechanical damage. It was made in harmony with the environment. It is light and compact, so you can always
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have it with you. In addition, the flashlight has an opening for a lanyard (not included), which you can attach to protect your accessory.
 
Brand
Superfire
Model
S33-A
Dimensions
131 x 36 x 29 mm
Weight
85 g
Power
2.5W
Voltage
3.7 V
Battery capacity
800 mAh
Material
ABS
Color
black
Drop resistance
up to 1 m
Beam range
220 m
Loading port
USB
Load time
about 2 hours
Working time
about 2 hours
Water resistance
IP43
Brightness (number of lumens)
124 lm
Modes
100%, low light, SOS, strobe

Price:

Before: € 6.0024

Now: € 5.01

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Other, Flashlight
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